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In this overview we’ll explore:

• Key Data Points
• Housing Need Forecasts
• Recommendations
• Tools

You’ll find the full text of our RHNA at:

http://www.nccouncil.org/regional-plans/
And looking for the cover page.

Or by clicking on the banner above.

http://www.nccouncil.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/OurHomes_NCC_RHNA_03.29.23-REDUCEDFILE.pdf
http://www.nccouncil.org/regional-plans/




























https://www.nhhfa.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/North-Country-Housing-Needs-Analysis-2021.pdf


The RHNA includes a robust toolkit with “starter kits” 
for 19 different solutions that can be explored at the 
municipal level. 
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Tools in the Toolkit

For each tool you’ll find:
• A description of what it is
• How to know if it ’s a good fit for your community
• Suggestions on how to get started with it
• Examples (Case Studies)
• Outside Resources Links
• And an idea of the issues it will address

The 7 tools listed to the left are examples from the 
toolkit that align with common challenges and 
opportunities in North Country municipalities.

Age-Friendly 
Communities

Adaptive 
Reuse

Reducing 
Planning & 

Zoning Rules

Detached 
ADUs

Mixed-Unit 
Developments

Short-Term 
Rental Rules



The statewide toolkit gives 19 concrete ways for local 
governments to take action on:
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The Toolkit

Housing Options

Housing Costs

Affordable 
Housing

Sustainable 
Housing

Multigenerational 
Housing

Infrastructure Redevelopment

Find the full toolkit in the RHNA or at:
https://www.nhhousingtoolbox.org/

https://nhhousingtoolbox.org/resource-archive/20230413-nh_housing_toolbox-final.pdf


We ask the Commissioner ’s to consider the following 
action at the June 22, 2023 meeting.

“To adopt the Regional Housing Needs Assessment as 
part of the North Country Council’s regional plans, to 
inform and assist municipalities.”
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Requested Commission Action
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